DNA folding within nuclei is a highly ordered process, with implications for gene 20 regulation and development. An array of chromosome conformation capture (3C) 21 methods have been developed to investigate how DNA is packaged within nuclei and to 22 interrogate specific interactions. While these methods use different approaches to 23 examine target loci (many-versus-all) or the entire genome (all-versus-all), they all rely on 24 the core principle of endonuclease digestion and proximity-based ligation to re-arrange 25 genomic order to reflect the three-dimensional nuclear conformation. This sequence 26 reorganization creates novel chimeric DNA fragments which require specialist 27 bioinformatic tools to analyze and visualize. Despite this need for specialist bioinformatic 28 skills, the core biological importance of genome folding has seen widespread 29 methodological uptake. To service the needs of experimentalists using the many-versus-30 all Capture-C family of methods we have developed CaptureCompendium; a toolkit of 31 software to simplify the design, analysis and presentation of 3C experiments. 32 203 This work was carried out as part of the WIGWAM Consortium (Wellcome Investigation of 204 Genome Wide Association Mechanisms) funded by a Wellcome Trust Strategic Award 205 (106130/Z/14/Z) and Medical Research Council (MRC) Core Funding (MC_UU_12009). We 206 wish to thank all the testers and users of the tools, particularly Duantida Songdej and Nigel 207 Roberts, for dedicated and detailed error reporting and alpha testing, and Jason Torres and 208 Gabriele Mingiolini for portability testing. We acknowledge the CCB computational cluster and 209 the AVI research group for providing the computational resources and system administration 210 for the software development and production runs. Wellcome Trust Doctoral Programmes
Introduction

33
The arrangement of the genome into the nucleus is highly regulated to facilitate correct 34 interactions between promoters and their requisite enhancers. Chromosome conformation 35 capture (3C) has emerged as a highly malleable method for studying both local and global trends 36 in genome folding 1 . All 3C methods rely on the underlying principle that following DNA digestion, 37 generally with a restriction endonuclease (RE), fragment ends in proximity will ligate together at 38 high frequency. This digestion and proximity driven ligation functions to re-organize the linear 39 genome sequence to reflect its 3D structure 2 . This re-organized sequence is then examined 40 primarily by targeted high-resolution many-versus-all approaches, e.g. NG Capture-C 3 , 4C-seq 4 , 41 UMI-4C 5 , i4C-seq 6 , and Tri-C 7 ; or lower resolution approaches across the genome, e.g. HiC 8 42 and Capture-HiC 9 .
44
The importance of genome folding to transcriptional regulation has brought about the application 45 of 3C methods to investigate a range of questions, including basic biological problems and the 46 identification of disease relevant gene-to-polymorphism interactions 10, 11 . Owing to the enhanced 47 signal provided by targeted sequencing, oligonucleotide capture methods, based on Capture-48 C 3,7,9,12-14 , are emerging as a preferred method to look at loci of interest. A standard Capture-C 49 experiment consists of three main bioinformatic components: target selection and 50 oligonucleotide probe design; sequence mapping with read classification; and statistical 51 comparison with data presentation. For each of these processes an array of software tools is 52 available, including HiCapTools 15 , GOPHER 16 
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Capsequm2: A user-friendly interface for probe design.
64
Targeted enrichment with biotinylated DNA oligonucleotides forms the basic tenet of Capture-C 65 methods 3 . Probe design is essential to a successful experiment; probes must be situated near 66 to a RE cut site, be proximal to the object of interest, and not be located on a highly repetitive 67 element. These parameters allow for enrichment of informative on-target chimeric sequencing 68 fragments, while simultaneously avoiding off-target sequencing. Currently, we know of three 69 tools are available for probe design: HiCapTools -a command line-based method 15 , GOPHER
70
-an installable JAVA package 16 , and Capsequm -an online interface 12 . As a webtool,
71
Capsequm provides the most user-friendly option for initial probe design but previously required 72 integration with MIG 25 , a registration-based service, for probe filtering.
74
We redeveloped Capsequm (http://apps.molbiol.ox.ac.uk/CaptureC/cgi-bin/CapSequm.cgi) with 75 a web-based filtering portal (AltSort) to generate Capsequm2 (Fig. 2 ). Capsequm2 allows 76 researchers to select from a range of 11 genomes covering seven species and the five 77 commonly used RE, as well as allowing a choice in probe length for design to targets of interest.
78
Following fragment identification and BLAT processing, probes can be filtered using AltSort. In 
Repeat False True *Often interactions at duplicated genes, e.g. Hba-1, Hba-2, can still be understood. Recently, interest has been given to the formation of multi-way 112 interaction hubs 28-30 . By enriching for chimeric fragments containing multiple ligation junctions,
113
Tri-C allows investigation of these multi-way interactions from single-alleles 7 . Tri-C interaction 114 matrices are generated using an optional flag, which can be implemented during either the initial 115 run or re-analysis with CCseqBasic. When using Tri-C analysis, users can specify the genomic 116 regions to analyse, sonication fragment size, and bin size to match their specific experiment.
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The output of this analysis is a pdf of an interaction matrix for the region surrounding the Bayesian modelling tool peaky 21 . Finally, to facilitate presentation, a pdf is generated for each 135 viewpoint with publication-style windowed interaction profiles (Fig. 4 ).
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CaptureSee: A simple interface for navigating and sharing experiments.
138
On-going methodological improvements have increased the ability of Capture-C methods to 139 target thousands rather than tens to hundreds of loci. Exploration of these large datasets is 140 difficult when using the UCSC browser. To facilitate easy interaction with 3C data, and provide 141 a platform for sharing results, we developed the web-based platform CaptureSee. CaptureSee 
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We have generated a systematic, semi-automated workflow for the design and analysis of 
